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We discovered a highly virulent variant of subtype-B HIV-1 in the Netherlands. One hundred nine individuals
with this variant had a 0.54 to 0.74 log10 increase (i.e., a ~3.5-fold to 5.5-fold increase) in viral load
compared with, and exhibited CD4 cell decline twice as fast as, 6604 individuals with other subtype-B
strains. Without treatment, advanced HIV—CD4 cell counts below 350 cells per cubic millimeter, with
long-term clinical consequences—is expected to be reached, on average, 9 months after diagnosis
for individuals in their thirties with this variant. Age, sex, suspected mode of transmission, and place of
birth for the aforementioned 109 individuals were typical for HIV-positive people in the Netherlands,
which suggests that the increased virulence is attributable to the viral strain. Genetic sequence analysis
suggests that this variant arose in the 1990s from de novo mutation, not recombination, with increased
transmissibility and an unfamiliar molecular mechanism of virulence.

T
he riskposedby viruses evolving to greater
virulence—i.e., causing greater damage
to their hosts—hasbeenextensively studied
in theoretical work despite few population-
level examples (1–3). The most notable

recent example is the B.1.617.2 lineage (Delta
variant) of severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), for which an in-
creased probability of death has been reported
(4–6), as well as increased transmissibility
(7, 8). RNA viruses have long been a particular
concern, as their error-prone replication re-
sults in the greatest known rate ofmutation—
and thus high potential for adaptation. Greater
virulence could benefit a virus if it is not out-
weighed by reduced opportunity for transmis-
sion. These antagonistic selection pressures
may result in an intermediate level of virulence
being optimal for viral fitness, as observed for
HIV (9). Concrete examples of such evolution in
action, however, have been elusive. Continued
monitoring of HIV virulence is important for
global health: 38 million people currently live

with the virus, and it has caused an estimated
33 million deaths (www.unaids.org).
The main (M) group of HIV-1, responsible

for the global pandemic, first emerged around
1920 in the area of what is now Kinshasa,
Democratic Republic of the Congo (10), and
had diversified into subtypes by 1960 (11). The
subtypes, and the most common circulating
recombinant forms (CRFs) between the sub-
types, took different routes for global spread,
establishing strong associations with geogra-
phy (12), ethnicity, and mode of transmission.
Differences in virulence between subtypes and
CRFs have been reported, though it is chal-
lenging to disentangle genotypic effects on
virulence from confounding effects while re-
taining large sample sizes, given the strong
associations between viral, host, and epidemi-
ological factors (13). The co-receptor used for
cell entry has long been understood to affect
virulence (14, 15), and this has been proposed
as a mechanism that underlies differences in
virulence between subtypes and CRFs (13),

as well as one reported difference within a
CRF (16).
HIV-1 virulence is most commonlymeasured

by viral loads (the concentration of viral par-
ticles in blood plasma) and CD4 counts (the
concentration of CD4+ T cells in peripheral
blood, which tracks immune system damage
by the virus). Successful treatment with anti-
retroviral drugs suppresses viral load and in-
terrupts the decline in CD4 counts that would
otherwise lead toAIDS. Both viral load and rate
of CD4 cell decline are heritable properties—
that is, these properties are causally affected by
viral genetics, leading to correlation between
an individual andwhomever they infect (17–21).
It has therefore been expected that viral load
and CD4 cell decline could change with the
emergence of a new viral variant. We substan-
tiate that expectation with empirical evidence
by reporting a subtype-B variant of HIV-1 with
exceptionally high virulence that has been cir-
culating within the Netherlands during the
past two decades.

Discovery of the highly virulent variant

Within an ongoing study (the BEEHIVE pro-
ject; www.beehive.ox.ac.uk), we identified a
group of 17 individualswith a distinct subtype-B
viral variant, whose viral loads in the set-
point window of infection (6 to 24 months
after a positive test obtained early in the
course of infection) were highly elevated
(Table 1, middle column). BEEHIVE is a study
of individuals enrolled in eight cohorts across
Europe and Uganda, who were selected be-
cause they have well-characterized dates of
infection and samples available from early
infection, forwhomwhole viral genomes were
sequenced. The 17 individuals with the dis-
tinct viral variant comprised 15 participants
in the ATHENA study in the Netherlands,
1 from Switzerland, and 1 from Belgium. See
materials and methods for details on the
initial discovery.

Replication of the discovery in Dutch
ATHENA data

To replicate the finding and to investigate this
viral variant in more detail, we then analyzed
data from 6706 participants in ATHENA with
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subtype-B infections (expanding on the subset
of 521 participants in ATHENA who were
eligible for inclusion in BEEHIVE). We found
92 additional individuals infectedwith the viral
variant, bringing the total to 109 such indi-
viduals in either dataset. When replicating the
BEEHIVE test with the ATHENA data (Table 1,
right column), we again observed a large rise
in viral load in individualswith this viral variant:
an increase of 0.54 log10 viral copies/ml (i.e., a
~3.5-fold increase). The effect size was the same
in a linear model including age at diagnosis and
sex as covariates, and persisted in newly diag-
nosed individuals over time (Fig. 1A). Hence-
forth, for brevity, we refer to this viral variant
as the “VB variant” (for virulent subtype B), to
individuals infected with this variant as “VB
individuals,” and to individuals infectedwith a
different strain of HIV as “non-VB individuals.”

Search for closely related viruses

To test whether the variant was more widely
disseminated, we searched publicly available
databases for similar HIV viral genotypes. All
results had <95% sequence similarity to a rep-
resentative viral sequence for the variant.
Of the 17 VB individuals originally found in
BEEHIVE, onewas from the SwissHIV Cohort
Study (22) (SHCS). By examining previously
published data (23), we found that three other
individuals from the SHCS were closely re-
lated (a phylogenetic distance below 2.5%).
The high coverage of the Swiss HIV Cohort
[including 89% of reported new infections
from 2009 through 2018, with ~65% of the
cohort sequenced (24)] makes it unlikely that

manymore VB individuals in Switzerlandwere
undetected. Data to assess viral load or CD4 cell
decline for these three individuals were not
available, owing to early initiation of treatment.

More-rapid CD4 cell decline

At the time of diagnosis, CD4 counts for VB
individuals were already lower than for non-
VB individuals by 73 cells/mm3 [95% confi-
dence interval (CI): 12 to 134]. These counts
subsequently declined faster, by a further
49 cells/mm3 per year (CI: 20 to 79), in addi-
tion to the decline for comparable non-VB
individuals [49 cells/mm3 per year (CI: 46
to 51) for men diagnosed at the age of 30 to
39 years]. The VB variant is therefore asso-
ciated with a doubling in the rate of CD4 cell
decline. These values are averages estimated
by using a linear mixed model adjusted for
sex and age at diagnosis. Figure 1B illustrates
the CD4 count decline that would be expected
if disease progression were to continue lin-
early in the absence of treatment. Initiating
treatment at a CD4 count of 350 cells/mm3,
instead of immediately, was previously shown
to substantially increase the subsequent hazard
for serious adverse events (25). As seen in Fig.
1B, this stage of CD4 cell decline is expected
to be reached in 9 months (CI: 2 to 17) from
the time of diagnosis for VB individuals, as
opposed to 36 months (CI: 33 to 39) for non-
VB individuals, in males diagnosed at the age
of 30 to 39 years. It is reached even more
quickly in older age groups, for whichwe found
progressively lower CD4 counts at time of diag-
nosis (table S1). At a CD4 count of 200 cells/

mm3, there is a high risk of immediate AIDS-
related complications; without treatment this
stage of decline would be reached, on average,
between 2 and 3 years after diagnosis for VB
individuals and between 6 and 7 years after
diagnosis for comparable non-VB individuals
[the latter being similar to previous reports in
Europe (26)].
The effect of the VB variant on CD4 cell

decline remained after we adjusted for the
effect of higher viral load. With this adjust-
ment, VB individuals have a CD4 count at
diagnosis as would be expected given their
high viral loads, but their subsequent decline
in CD4 counts is again twice as fast as for as
comparable non-VB individualswith high viral
loads—their rate of decline is accelerated by
44 cells/mm3 per year (CI: 16 to 72). Com-
parison of this additional decline with that
expected from a +1 increase in log10 viral load,
15 cells/mm3 per year (CI: 11 to 18), shows that
the variant’s effect on CD4 count decline is
equivalent to that expected froma+3.0 increase
in log10 viral load. The same analysis of mea-
surements of CD4 percentages (the percentage
of all T cells that express CD4) showed that
these also declined twice as fast for VB indi-
viduals, and again this doubling in speed of dec-
line remained when we adjusted for the higher
viral load of the variant (table S2 and fig. S1).

No difference in CD4 cells after treatment, or
in mortality

Measurements of treatment success include
CD4 cell recovery and mortality. CD4 counts
and percentages after treatment initiationwere
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Table 1. Comparison of viral loads between individuals infected with the VB viral variant and other individuals. When analyzing the viral loads of
individuals in the ATHENA study, we first excluded individuals who were in BEEHIVE, so that the test would be independent of the initial finding within the
BEEHIVE study. After our statistical tests of viral load, we did not exclude BEEHIVE individuals from the ATHENA data for subsequent analyses. N, number of
individuals after those without viral load measurements before treatment were excluded; IQR, interquartile range.

Test
Discovery

[BEEHIVE dataset
(Europe)]

Replication
[ATHENA dataset

(Netherlands), excluding
overlap with BEEHIVE]

Viral load measurements
compared

Set-point viral loads for
N = 15 VB individuals and N = 2446 individuals

with any other HIV-1 strain

Mean pretreatment viral loads for
N = 91 VB individuals and N = 5272 individuals

with any other subtype-B HIV-1 strain
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Mean and IQR of viral load
in non-VB individuals, in log10
copies per milliliter

5.10
(IQR: 4.69 to 5.58)

4.79
(IQR: 4.34 to 5.27)

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Mean and IQR of viral load
in VB individuals, in log10
copies per milliliter

5.84
(IQR: 5.57 to 6.09)

5.33
(IQR: 4.94 to 5.75)

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

Viral load increase in VB individuals 0.74 log10 viral copies/ml 0.54 log10 viral copies/ml
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .

P value for increase

5 × 10−6

(two-tailed t test, significant at a level
of 5 × 10−5 when Bonferroni-corrected

for performing 50 such tests)

1 × 10−12

(one-tailed t test)

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .
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similar for VB and non-VB individuals, as mea-
sured with both linear mixed modeling of the
CD4 dynamics (tables S3 and S4 and fig. S2)
and an individual-matching procedure. The
hazard for death (from any cause) was also
similar: VB individuals had a relative hazard
of 1.4 (CI: 0.7 to 2.8, P = 0.35, Cox proportional
hazards model). Our study had statistical
power to detect only very large differences in
mortality, as reflected in the wide CI for rela-
tive hazard for death and shown in Fig. 1C. VB
individuals had similar CD4 counts andmortality
after treatment despite a faster CD4 cell de-
cline before treatment; this could be explained
by their tendency to start treatment sooner
after diagnosis (fig. S3). For example, although
the probability of having started treatment
was estimated to be similar 6 months after
diagnosis [42% (CI: 41 to 44%) for non-VB
individuals compared with 46% (CI: 35 to
54%) for VB individuals], it was different
2 years after diagnosis [65% (CI: 64 to 67%) for
non-VB individuals and 93% (CI: 85 to 96%)
for VB individuals]. Had VB individuals not
started treatment earlier than others, lower
CD4 counts at treatment initiationwould have
been expected, potentially causing increased
morbidity and mortality (25). This informa-
tion could be relevant if VB or variants like it
are found in settings with less widespread
availability of HIV care.

Characteristics of individuals infected with
the VB variant

VB individuals were mostly (82%) men who
have sex with men, similar to non-VB individ-

uals (76%). Age at diagnosis was also similar
for VB and non-VB individuals (fig. S4). Neither
ethnicity nor host genotype datawere available,
but the place of birth was mostly recorded as
Western Europe for both groups (71% for non-
VB individuals, 86% for VB individuals). VB
individuals were present in all regions of the
Netherlands, but with a different distribution
relative to that of non-VB individuals (N = 102
versus 6604 individuals, P < 10−7, simulated
Fisher’s exact test): VB individuals were more
common in the south (25% of VB individuals
versus 6% of non-VB individuals) and less
common in Amsterdam (20% versus 51%), as
shown in table S5. Table S6 lists the hospitals
included in each region. The average time from
infection to diagnosis, for men who have sex
withmen in this cohort diagnosed in the late
2000s, was previously estimated to be 3.6 years
(CI: 3.3 to 4.0) (27).

Genotype of the VB variant

Sequence data from the BEEHIVE project are
whole-genome data, providing the 17 whole
genomes available for the variant; sequence
data from ATHENA are partial pol gene data
only, available for the additional 92 VB in-
dividuals. We subtyped the 17 whole genomes
for the variant as pure subtype B [with 100%
support from two concordantmethods (28, 29)],
like most HIV-1 in the Netherlands. We pre-
dicted co-receptor usage from the 17 whole
genomes using two concordant methods
(30, 31): one was likely CXCR4-tropic; the other
16 were likely CCR5-tropic. Only one drug-
resistance mutation was common for the VB

variant: Met41→Leu (M41L), present in 91 of
109 partial pol gene sequences. Without other
linked resistancemutations, M41L causes only
low-level resistance to zidovudine (32, 33).
Two of the whole genomes were found to
be recombinants between the VB variant and
another subtype-B cluster in ATHENA (con-
taining a small amount of sequence from the
latter) and were excluded from subsequent
sequence analysis. Among whole genomes
in BEEHIVE and all whole genomes in the
Los Alamos National Laboratory HIV Database
(www.hiv.lanl.gov), none appeared to be a
candidate for a “recombination parent” of
the VB variant—i.e., themanymutations that
distinguish the VB variant from any other
known virus appear to have arisen de novo,
not through recombination.
We compared the consensus sequence for

the VB variant with the consensus of all Dutch
subtype-B sequences in BEEHIVE, at both
the amino acid and the nucleotide level: There
were 250 amino acid changes and 509 nu-
cleotide changes, as well as insertions and
deletions. These alignments are included as
data S1, and the amino acid alignment is il-
lustrated in fig. S5. The distribution of nu-
cleotide changes over the genome is in line
with expectations (for example, fewer in the
conserved pol gene region and more in the
variable env gene region; see fig. S6). The VB-
variant genotype is thus characterized by
many mutations spread through the genome,
meaning that a single genetic cause for the
enhanced virulence cannot be determined from
the current data.
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Fig. 1. Clinical characteristics of VB individuals. Those infected with the highly
virulent variant (VB individuals) are represented in red; those infected with
any other subtype-B virus (non-VB individuals) are shown in blue. (A) Box-and-
whisker plots of viral load, by year of diagnosis. Diagnosis dates were grouped
to produce boundaries that coincide with years and roughly equal numbers
of VB individuals (39 in 2002–2006, 35 in 2007–2008, and 27 after 2008; the
pattern is robust to other groupings). (B) Expected decline in CD4 count in the

absence of treatment. The model was adjusted for sex and age at diagnosis;
values shown are for males diagnosed at the age of 30 to 39 years. Shaded regions
indicate 95% CIs in the model’s prediction of mean values, given the uncertainty
in estimation of parameter values (it does not reflect the variability between
individuals in each of the two groups, which is much greater). The dashed black
line denotes a CD4 count of 350 cells/mm3 (see text for details). (C) Probability
of still being alive at a given time after diagnosis.
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We conducted descriptive analyses of the
mutations that distinguish the VB variant
from the Dutch subtype-B consensus. All of
the amino acid–level changes are listed in data
S2 with annotations. Of the observed amino
acid substitutions, 30 were previously shown
to be positively associated with escape from
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) response for at
least one human leukocyte antigen type, and
13were shown to be negatively associated (34).
To provide context for these numbers, within
Dutch subtype-B data in BEEHIVEwe defined
16 other clades that are similar to the lineage
in size (see materials and methods). For each
clade, we calculated the amino acid consensus
sequence, compared this to theDutch subtype-B
overall consensus, and determined CTL escape
mutations. This showed that the number of
such mutations for the VB variant is typical
when normalized by its overall level of diver-
gence (fig. S11). We also calculated the ratio
of rates of nonsynonymous and synonymous
changes (dn/ds) for each gene, for the VB var-
iant and the other 16 Dutch subtype-B clades
used for comparison. The VB variant had lower
dn/ds values than all of the other clades for
env, pol, and tat, though its values were not
extreme; for the other genes, its dn/ds value
was in the range spanned by the other clades
(fig. S12). Finally, at codon position 77 of
the protein Vpr, the consensus of all Dutch
subtype-B sequences in BEEHIVE is gluta-
mine, whereas the VB consensus is arginine.
Glutamine was previously found to be more
common in long-term nonprogressors, and
mutation to arginine increased T cell apoptosis
in vitro and strongly increased T cell decline in
mouse models (35). However, both alleles have
been commonly observed in subtype B to
date (of 2178 subtype-B Vpr protein sequences
in the Los Alamos National Laboratory HIV
Database, 52% have glutamine and 36% have
arginine), making it implausible that this mu-
tation alone is the dominant mechanism for
the virulence effect we observed.

Evolution of the VB variant

Themaximum-likelihood phylogeny in Fig. 2A
shows the VB variant in the context of back-
ground sequences, demonstrating that it is a
distinct genetic cluster characterized by high
viral loads. The phylogeny was inferred from
15 whole-genome VB-variant sequences and
100 randomly chosenwhole-genome subtype-B
background sequences from BEEHIVE. Figure
2B shows a dated phylogeny for VB-variant
sequences only, estimated by using BEAST
(36) and partial pol sequences. This phylogeny is
colored by region, inferred with an ancestral
state reconstruction by parsimony (minimizing
changes of region). Amsterdam was assigned
to themost recent common ancestor in 97% of
trees in the posterior, showing that this re-
construction was robust to the uncertainty in

the phylogeny. All VB-variant sequences date
from2003 onward; the time of theirmost recent
common ancestor (TMRCA) was estimated as
1998.0 (95% credibility interval: 1995.7 to 2000.1).
Trees were visualized by using ggtree (37).

Phylodynamics of the VB variant

The effective population size (Ne) of a patho-
gen is indicative of the number of infectious
people. For the VB variant, Ne was estimated
by using a skygrid demographic model (38)
in BEAST and is shown in Fig. 2C (scaled by
the coalescent generation time t).Ne increased
until roughly 2010; after this, there is more
uncertainty but a possible downward trend

[which may be an artefact of Ne inference
methods in the recent past (39)]. The pro-
portion of VB-variant cases among all new
subtype-B cases increased until a peak in
2008 and subsequently decreased, though
again with appreciable uncertainty [absolute
numbers of both VB and non-VB diagnoses
in our dataset have been decreasing since
roughly 2008, and the data are right-censored
by several years (fig. S7)]. In a recent analysis
of an updated version of the ATHENA dataset
(40), 33 additional VB individuals were found,
which suggests that VB diagnoses were stable
until roughly 2013 and have since been declining,
still with appreciable uncertainty.
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic
and phylodynamic
analysis of the
VB variant. (A) Whole-
genome maximum-
likelihood phylogeny of
15 VB-variant sequences
and 100 background
subtype-B sequences.
The color of each circle
indicates the individual’s
viral load in log10
copies per milliliter. The
inset scale bar shows
the branch length scale
in units of substitutions
per site. (B) Dated
maximum-clade-credibil-
ity tree for 107 partial pol
gene sequences from the
VB variant. Colors indi-
cate geographical regions
(N, E, S, and W: north,
east, south, and west),
which are known for the
tips of the tree but are
otherwise inferred by
ancestral state recon-
struction. The gray violin
plot superimposed on
the root node shows the
posterior density for its
date (i.e., the TMRCA);
1994 contains overflow to
earlier dates for clarity.
(C) Effective population
size (Ne) (scaled by
the coalescent generation
time t) over time with
95% credibility intervals,
with the same time axis
as in (B).
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We calculated the local branching index
(LBI), which is a measure of fitness (41). For
HIV in a context in which most individuals
start treatment without long delays, the LBI
is closely related to transmissibility (see sup-
plementary text). Compared with that of other
transmission clusters, the LBI was higher for
the VB variant both in BEEHIVE (P = 2 × 10−7)
and ATHENA (P < 2 × 10−16; fig. S8). High
pretreatment transmissibility may explain why
the VB variant grew to be the 10th largest of
1783 clusters in the full ATHENA tree.

Tree imbalance and evolution within the
VB-variant clade

We found nothing unusual in the extent to
which the VB variant’s phylogeny is imbalanced,
nor did we detect any indication of further
evolution of viral load within the variant’s clade
(supplementary text and fig. S9).

The first sampled VB individual

We retrieved and sequenced two additional
samples from the VB individual who was di-
agnosed in 1992, 10 years before subsequent
diagnoses of other VB individuals. Phyloge-
netic analysis suggested that this individual
was infected with a virus that had evolved most
of the way, but not entirely, toward VB-variant
viruses typical of later dates (supplementary
text and fig. S10). This individual was diagnosed
in Amsterdam, consistent with the afore-
mentioned ancestral reconstruction of region.
In the 10 years before this first VB diagnosis,
the proportion of individuals diagnosed in the
Netherlands for whom a viral sequence was
available was roughly one-third. The propor-
tion of those diagnosed or undiagnosedwould
be smaller still. This means that the infector of
the 1992 individualwasmost likely not sampled,
and indeed two or three steps in the transmis-
sion chain couldhave beenunsampled. The long
phylogenetic branch leading to the 1992 indi-
vidual could therefore represent between-host
evolution, not necessarily within-host evolution
in a single individual.

Discussion

Previous studies of the heritability of viral load
and CD4 cell decline led us to expect that these
properties could change with the emergence
of a new variant of HIV-1. We provided strong
evidence for this, discovering a virulent sub-
type-B variant (the VB variant) that has been
circulating in the Netherlands since the late
1990s. We characterized the variant’s geno-
type and evolutionary history, as well as its as-
sociation with high viral loads, rapid decline
of CD4 cells, and increased transmissibility.
We found 109 individuals with the variant
(VB individuals) whose age, sex, suspected
mode of transmission, and region of birth
are all typical for people living with HIV in
the Netherlands. This suggests that the ob-

served association is causal: The increased
virulence is a property of the virus rather than
a confounding property of individuals in this
transmission cluster. An absence of viral load
evolution inside the clade of VB variants sug-
gests that the increased virulence is a property
of the whole clade and not a subset of it—i.e.,
that the virulence evolution occurred on the
long phylogenetic branch that connects this
clade to other known viruses.
Deferring the initiation of treatment until

the measurement of a CD4 count’s decline to
≤350 cells/mm3or the onset of AIDS, instead of
immediate treatment initiation upon diagno-
sis, was previously shown to increase the
subsequent hazard of serious AIDS-related
events by a factor of 3.6 (CI: 2.0 to 6.7) and of
any serious event (including death) by a factor
of 2.4 (CI: 1.6 to 3.3) (25). This long-lasting
immunological damage justifies WHO’s
classification of 350 CD4 cells/mm3 as “ad-
vanced HIV” (www.who.int/hiv/pub/guidelines/
HIVstaging150307.pdf). Without treatment,
advanced HIV is expected to be reached in
only 9 months (CI: 2 to 17) from the time of
diagnosis for VB individuals, compared with
36months (CI: 33 to 39) for non-VB individuals,
in males diagnosed at the age of 30 to 39 years.
AdvancedHIV is reached even more quickly in
older age groups, and there is considerable var-
iation between individuals around these ex-
pected values.Many individuals could therefore
progress to advanced HIV by the time they are
diagnosed, with a poorer prognosis expected
thereafter in spite of treatment. In practice,
there is still substantial variation in the delay
from becoming infected to starting treatment,
making the VB variant a concern even in the
high-awareness andhighlymonitored context of
the Dutch HIV-1 epidemic. In contexts with less
awareness and monitoring, in which diagnosis
often occurs later in infection, the probability of
reaching advanced HIV before diagnosis would
be even greater.
Future in vitro investigations could more

firmly establish the role of the viral genotype,
and reveal an as-yet-unknown virulencemech-
anism at the molecular or cellular level. A
higher replicative capacity of the virus might
be observed, given the increased viral loads
seen here. However, it is likely that there will
bemore to the virulencemechanism: The VB
variant doubles the rate of CD4 cell decline,
measured with both counts and T cell percen-
tages, even after adjusting for its higher viral
load. This rate is equivalent to the acceleration
of CD4 degradation that would be expected
from a 3.0 log10 increase in viral load, though
we observed a 0.54 to 0.74 log10 increase.
This means that the virulence normalized by
the amount of virus—the “per-parasite path-
ogenicity” (42, 43), which for HIV is heritable
(19)—is much higher for the VB variant. Using
two aforementioned methods, we predicted

that, of the 17 whole genomes available, 16 use
only the R5 co-receptor for cell entry, which is
typical for subtype-B viruses in early infection
(13). This finding suggests that the underlying
virulence mechanism is distinct from the well-
known effect of cell tropism (14, 15).
Previous studies have reported population-

wide increases (44, 45) and decreases (46) in
virulence over time. Mixed results between
individual studies [see (47) for a meta-analysis]
can be attributed to differences in epidemic
context (such as the dominant subtypes), statis-
tical power, and observational biases over time.
Temporal virulence trends could also be due
to changing confounders, such as a shift in
which subpopulations are most affected, the
stage of infection at time of diagnosis, or coin-
fections. We expand on these studies by re-
solving a change in virulence to an individual
viral variant.
The basic theory of an infectiousness–

virulence trade-off is that infectiousness
and virulence are linked (for example, by how
fast a pathogen replicates in its host) and that
selection pressures favor intermediate values
rather than extreme ones. If infectiousness is
too low, the pathogen cannot be transmitted
when its host contacts other hosts, but if
virulence is too high, the host becomes too ill
to have such contacts. In the case of HIV, the
implication of this theory is that we would not
expect highly virulent viruses to spread widely
through a population in the absence of wide-
spread treatment, because their hosts would
progress to AIDS very quickly, limiting the
opportunities for transmission (9). Most of
the evolution that gave rise to the VB variant
occurred before 1992, before effective combi-
nation treatment was available. However, our
findings may stimulate further interest in
whether widespread treatment shifts the
balance of the infectious–virulence trade-off
toward higher virulence, thus promoting the
emergence and spread of new virulent variants.
Previousmodeling studies have investigated this
idea for pathogens generally (48) and for HIV
specifically (49, 50). We discuss subtleties of
the argument in the supplementary text, but
our conclusion is that widespread treatment
is helpful to prevent new virulent variants,
not harmful. The absolute fitness of viral
variants must be considered in addition to
their relative fitness, and treatment reduces
the total onward transmission over the course
of one infection, regardless of virulence. Put
simply, “viruses cannot mutate if they cannot
replicate” (anonymous), and “the best way to
stop it changing is to stop it” [Marc Lipsitch (51)].
Early treatment also prevents CD4 cell decline
from leading to later morbidity and mortality;
thus clinical, epidemiological, and evolution-
ary considerations are aligned. Our discovery of
a highly virulent and transmissible viral variant
therefore emphasizes the importance of access
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to frequent testing for at-risk individuals and of
adherence to recommendations for immediate
treatment initiation for every person livingwith
HIV (www.who.int/hiv/pub/arv/).
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Evolving virulence in HIV
Changes in viral load and CD4

+

 T cell decline are expected signals of HIV evolution. By examining data from well-
characterized European cohorts, Wymant et al. report an exceptionally virulent subtype of HIV that has been circulating
in the Netherlands for several years (see the Perspective by Wertheim). More than one hundred individuals infected
with a characteristic subtype B lineage of HIV-1 were found who experienced double the rate of CD4

+

 cell count
declines than expected. By the time they were diagnosed, these individuals were vulnerable to developing AIDS within
2 to 3 years. This virus lineage, which has apparently arisen de novo since around the millennium, shows extensive
change across the genome affecting almost 300 amino acids, which makes it hard to discern the mechanism for
elevated virulence. —CA
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